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EXTREMAL PROBLEMS FOR HOLDER NORMS OF MATRICES AND
REALIZATIONS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS*

HARALD K. WIMMERf

Abstract. Let F and G be complex n n matrices and v(. be a matrix norm. We consider the functional
#(F, G; S) v(FS)(S-IG), where S varies over all nonsingular n n matrices. For certain singular value norms
the infimum of # is determined. An application to realizations of linear systems is given.
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1. Realizations and norms of the Hankel matrix. Let WCp q(z) be a given matrix
of strictly proper rational functions. If Whas the realization

(1.1) W(s)=C(sI-A)-IB, ACkk, BeCkq CCp,
then W is the transfer matrix of the linear system

(1.2) (t) Ax(t) + Bu(t), y(t) Cx(t),

and the Markov parameters W/e Cp q in the expansion W(s) Zi> o Wiz -i are given
by

(1.3) l/V,. CAi- B, 1,2, ....
All the information on W is contained in the block Hankel matrix

w w,_

H= Wa W3 Wk /

W, W,+ W2-
If

C

Mo CA. Mc (B, AB, A 1B)

CA-are the observability and controllability matrices of (1.2), then

H MoMc.
In this paper we are concerned with norms of the Hankel matrix H and its factors

Mo and Mc. Let el >= aa >= >- O" > 0 be the singular values of H. Then

[Inll- (f +... + )l/_ [Tr (H*H)p/2] l/" p>
and
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EXTREMAL PROBLEMS FOR HOLDER NORMS 315

are unitarily invariant matrix norms. We focus on IIHII, 1, 2, . The following
estimates are crucial for our investigation:

Ilnlli -< IIMo[12illMcll2i, 1,2,

A change of coordinates, x S, in the state space of (1.2) induces the realization

(1.4) W(s) (sI-.)-’
where S-AS, S-B, and CS. We call (1.4) isomorphic to the realization
(1.1). To (1.4) corresponds the factorization H hoQwith Qo MoSand hr S-’M.
What happens with the products [[Mo[12il[Mc[12i as S varies over the set of all nonsingular
matrices in ckk? We will show that [[nl[i inf [[MoSll2illS-1Mcl[2i in the case 1, 2
and IIHII min liMoSIIIiS-MII. For 1, 2, we give conditions under which the
infima are attained. It will turn out that the stable realizations that actually yield a min-
imum are those that can be balanced.

Notation. We write R > 0 if R is Hermitian and positive definite; R >= 0 means
positive semidefinite. S’ is the set of all nonsingular and the set of all positive definite
matrices in Ckk. S-* stands for (S*)-. The largest eigenvalue of a matrix P >= 0 is
denoted by max (P). If A is a matrix that has only eigenvalues with negative real parts,
then we write Re (A) < 0.

2. Extremal problems. Let F Cp k and G e Ck q be given nonzero matrices. We
wish to minimize the functionals

(2.1) #i(F, G;S)= IIFSll2llS-’Gllz, 1,2,

where S varies over the set of all nonsingular matrices in Ck k. The following gen-
eralization ofthe Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is surely known. We conjecture that in the
case p q the inequality

holds for all unitarily invariant norms [1" on
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose F Cp k and G e Ck q, F f O. Then

(2.2) IlFalli <= IlFll=lla]l=i, i- ,2,

with equality ifand only if
(2.3) GG* cF*F

for some real nonnegative c.

Proof. In the case we have to show that
, , 1/2(2.4) Tr [(G F FG) < (Tr F*F)/2(Tr G’G)

The traces in (2.4) remain unchanged if F and G are replaced by UF and GV, where U
and V are unitary matrices. Hence we can assume without loss of generality

(2.5) FG=
0 0

Z diag (cry, ar), a >- -> ar > 0. Let F and G be partitioned corresponding
to (2.5):

F=( F ), G=(G,G2).
F
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Then F G1 (F1GI)* > 0. Ifwe endow the vector space Ckr with the inner product
(X, Y) Tr X’Y, then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields

Tr F1G _-< (Tr Ff F)/2(Tr GI Gf)/2.

From Tr F*F Tr FfF + Tr FlF21 Tr F’F and the analogous inequality for G
we obtain (2.4). We have equality if and only if F2 0, GI2 0 and Gf TEl. This
implies GG* GG II-yII 2 F’F I]-yIIEF*F. Conversely (2.3) is sufficient for equality.

In the case 2, the inequality (2.2) is equivalent to

(2.6) Tr G*F*FG <= Tr [(F*F)2] /2 Tr [(G*G)2] 1/2.

Because of Tr G*F*FG Tr GG*F*F we can again use a Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality. []

We remark that IIF 2; =< ]IF ]li; hence for 1, 2, the estimates (2.2) are sharper
than

LEMMA 2.2. Let F Cp k and G Ck q. Then

(2.7) I]VGllo <- IIFII IIGI]

with equality ifand only ifthe matrices F*Fand GG* have a common eigenvector which
corresponds to their largest eigenvalues.

Proof Formula (2.7) is known. We check the condition for equality in (2.7). Assume
G 4 0. Then

y*G*F*FGy y*G*F*FGy y*G*Gy
FG max max

y/o y*y /o y*G*Gy y*y

z*F*Fz y*G*Gy_-< max max ]1F G
z/O z*z y/o y*y

Put c IIFII and/3 IIGII. Then a2 kma F*F and/32 max G*G. We see that
[IFGII IIFlllIGll if and only if there is a vector y Cq such that Gy 4 O,

132
y*G*Gy

and a2 y*G*F*FGy.
y*y y*G*Gy

Such a y satisfies G*Gy =/2y and F*FGy 2Gy. Then z Gy is an eigenvector of
F*F which belongs to a2 and also an eigenvector of GG* corresponding to/2. [--]

The preceding lemmas yield lower bounds for Ii(F, G; S) of (2.1), which are in fact
infima.

THEOREM 2.3. Let F C k and G Ck be given. Then for 1, 2, oz

FG[li inf FS 2i S-IG[[ 2i
s ,

1/2(2.8) inf FRF* ]1/2 G’R-’G ]]i
Re

Assume F 4 0 and G 4 O. Then there exists an S St’ such that

(2.9) ]IFGI[ [IFS]I IIS-GI[o

ifand only ifFG 4 O. For or 2 the infimum in (2.8) is attained, ifand only if
(2.10) rank F rank G rank FG.
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For the proofwe need some auxiliary results. The construction ofan approximating
R in (2.8) will hinge on a matrix given by (2.11).

LEMMA 2.4. Let K and L be two complex matrices such that K is nonsingular
and KL >= O. Then there exists a unique Hermitian idempotent E such that

(KL)E 0 and rank (KL + E) t.

For any > 0 the matrix

(2.11)

is positive definite and

(2.12)

then

A K-(KL + 6E)K-*

L*AL KL.

Proof Put M KL. If U is unitary such that

0 0
P>0,

(oE U* U
0

and the statements of the lemma are readily verified. U]

The existence of a minimizing R is related to the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 2.5 [1 ]. Let P >= 0 and Q >= 0 be of the same size. Then there exists a

nonsingular matrix S such that

where z rank P, D diag (d, d, dr), rank D rank PQ, rank M rank Q
rank PQ.

LEMMA 2.6. For F Cv k and G Ck q there exists an R > 0 such that

(2.13) GG* RF*FR

ifand only if

(2.10) rank F rank G rank FG.

Proof. Suppose (2.13) holds for some R > 0. Then rank F rank G is obvious.
From (2.13) it follows that FGG*F* (FRF*)2. Therefore

rank F rank FRF* rank (FRF*)2
rank FG)(FG)* rank FG.

To prove the converse we first note that Ker F*FGG* Ker FGG*. From rank FG
rank G it follows that Ker FGG* Ker GG*. Now put P F*F and Q GG*. Then
rank P rank Q rank PQ. According to Lemma 2.5 there exists an S O such that

SPS* S-*QS-
0 0 0

D>0.
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Then

R=s,(D-1/2 O)0 I S

is a positive definite solution of (2.13).
Assuming p q and FG >= O, Flanders [3] proved that (2.10) holds if and only if

there exists an R > 0 such that G RF*.
Proofof Theorem 2.3. For 1, 2, we define

),(F, G;R) IIFRF* III/ IIG*R-’Glll/2.
We set out to construct a matrix R > 0 such that Xi(F, Gi; R) -- [IFII with di -- 0.
There is no loss of generality if we assume that p q. Otherwise if p < q, we inflate F
by zero rows such that

is a q k matrix. Then Xi(/, G; R) Xi(F, G; R) and I111,. IIFIli. Now choose
unitary matrices U, V, W such that

(2.14) =UFV=(I O) Kc=-Cx

and UFGW >- O. Put ( V*GWand/ V*RV. Then X(/, (;/) X(F, G; R) and
IIFIli Ill’lie, which allows us to work with/,
Thus we can assume

as in (2.14) and

(K 0)F=
0 0

(2.15) FG (FG)* >= O.

Let G be partitioned as

L G12) Ctt"G=
G G_

L

then (2.14) and (2.15) imply KL >= 0 and G12 0. We also note that

(2.16) IlFal]i Ilgtl]i.

Define R e Ck k as

where A is the matrix (2.11). Then

FR F* (KL + , 00)
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and (2.12) yields

+ 5N
0

where

L*L
N= G’G-

0

The following estimates are obvious:

Hence

and

0

IINII, IINII [Ia*alloo 2,

IIFRF*II, Ilgt + EII, Ilgtlli+ k

IIG*R-’Glli < IIKLIIi+ 6IINIIi -< IIKLII, + 52.

From (2.16) and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality we obtain

X(F, G;R) <- IIFa[l+ 1/2(k+
which completes the proof of (2.8).

We now deal with (2.9). Assume FG q: O. To show that there is an S e S’ such that

(2.9) IIFGIIo IIFIIoo IIGIIo
we use Lemma 2.5. Let T e 6t be such that

0 0 KL

D diag (d, &). Then FG 0 implies D 0 and we can assume d max &.
Choose > 0 such that dl > Xmax KL and put

0 -I
Then the unit vector el (1, 0, 0)r is a common eigenvector of SF*FS* and
S-*GG*S-1 which for both matrices belongs to the largest eigenvalue. According to
Lemma 2.2, this implies (2.9).

In the cases 1, 2 we see from Lemma 2.1 that

FG FS 2i S- G 2i

if and only if

or

S-GG*S-* aS*F*FS,

GG* RF*FR

a>O

with R a/2SS* > 0. From Lemma 2.6 we know that (2.13) is equivalent to the rank
condition (2.10).

A problem in electric circuit theory led Flanders [3], [4] to a functional on ’ which
involves an arithmetic mean of traces. We phrase his result in our notation.
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Then

(2.17)

THEOREM 2.7 [3]. Let F, G* Cp k be given. For R > 0, R Ck k define
f(F, G;R) 1/2([IFRF* [11 -- [[G*R-GI[ 1).

(a) IIFGll, inf f(F,G;R);
Re

(b) f(F, G;Ro) IIFGII ,
for some Ro > 0 ifand only if(2.10) holds.

The results for in (2.9) can be derived from (2.17) and Lemma 2.1. We point
out that in our proof of (2.9) the construction of an approximating R is straightforward
and works for 1, 2, .

3. The rank condition and balanced realizations. We return to realizations and the
factorization H MoMc, H 4: O. With F Mo and G Mc Theorem 2.3 settles the
problems raised in 1. The fact that Mo and Mc are the observability and controllability
matrices ofthe linear system (1.2) leads to a different interpretation ofthe rank condition
(2.10). It will be shown that (2.10) holds if and only if each controllable mode of (1.2) is
also observable and vice versa. For asymptotically stable systems this means that there
exists a state space transformation such that the transformed system has a balanced
realization.

THEOREM 3.1. Let the realization

(1.1) W(s) C(sI-A)-B,
W 4: 0, be given.

(a) Then there exists a realization

(1.4) W(s) (sI-d)-B
isomorphic to (1.1) with observability matrix 21710 and controllability matrix hYlc such that

IIHII- I1oll IIrcll
(b) In the case 1, 2 there exists for any e > 0 an isomorphic realization with

observability and controllability matrices Mo and Mc such that

ro =, 2i < nil, + .
There is an isomorphic realization (1.4) such that

Ilnlli I1o11=i IIll=i, 1,2,

ifand only if

(3.1) rank Mo rank Mc rank H.

(c) The condition (3.1) holds ifand only ifthere is a nonsingular T such that

(3.2) T-1AT=(Ao1 A20 )’ T_B=(BI)o CT=(CI,O)

where the pair (A, B) is controllable and (A, C) is observable.
Proof Only (c) has to be proved. The other statements are contained in Theorem

2.3. According to the decomposition theorem for linear systems [5], [7] there is a non-
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singular T such that

(3.3)

//A 0 A13 0

T-1AT= /A21 A22 A23 A24 /0 A43 A44

T-1B= B2 CT-- (CI O, C3, 0),

where the pair

A2

is controllable, and

(AIlAI3)0A33
(C1’C3)

is observable. Let A0 be of order k; kj.. Then rank Mc kl + k22, rank Mo kl + k33
and rank H= kl. Hence (3.1) is equivalent to k22 k33=0 and (3.3) reduces
to (3.2).

DEFINITION 3.2 [8]. Let

(1.1) W(s)=C(sI-A)-IB
be a realization with Re ),(A) < 0 and let the controllability and observability Gramian
of (1.1) be defined as

P eAtBB*eA’t dt, Q eA*tc*CeAt dt.

The realization (1.1) is called balanced if P Q Z where Z is a diagonal matrix. We
say that (1.1) can be balanced if it is isomorphic to a balanced realization.

The matrices P and Mc, respectively, Q and 540, are related to each other.
LEMMA 3.3 (see, e.g., [2, p. 79]). Assume Re ,(A) < 0. Then

(3.4) P= McRM* Q MSRMo

for some R >= 0 and

(3.5) rank P rank M, rank Q rank Mo.

THEOREM 3.4. A realization W(s) C(sI- A)-IB with Re (A) > 0 can be balanced
ifand only if

(3.1) rank Mo rank Mc rank H

or equivalently (3.2) holds.
Proof If there is a T such that (3.2), then

P= T(PO 00) T*’ Pi eAltBl Bfeat dt
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and

/ f00 0 T-l’ QI eA]tC’Cl east dl.

As W(s) C(sI- A)-B is a minimal realization and Re ,(A) > 0 there is a T (see,
e.g., [6, p. 1129]) such that TP T{ T-{*Q Ti- Z with a diagonal Z. Hence x
SY with

S=To I

is a balancing transformation.
Conversely let us assume that (1.1) can be balanced. Because of (3.4) we have P

QP Q M*oRHRM* which implies rank P rank Q _-< rank H. On the other hand,
rank H =< rank M, a o, c, and (3.5) yields (3.1).
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